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Suppose we randomly pull two agents from a population and ask them to observe an unfolding, infinite
sequence of zeros and ones. If each agent starts with a prior belief about the true sequence and updates this belief on
revelation of successive observations, what is the chance that the two agents will come to agree on the likelihood
that the next draw is a one? In this paper we show that there is no chance. More formally, we show that under a
very unrestrictive definition of what it means to draw priors "randomly," the probability that two priors have any
chance of weakly merging is zero. Indeed, almost surely, the two measures will be singular—one prior will think
certain to occur a set of sequences that the other thinks impossible, and vice versa.
Our result is meant as a critique of the "rational learning" literature, which seeks positive convergence results
on infinite product spaces by augmenting the process of Bayesian updating with seeming regularity conditions,
variously labeled "consistency" or "compatibility" assumptions. Our object is to investigate just how regular these
assumption and results are when considered in the space of all possible prior distributions. Our results on the
genericity of nowhere weak merging and singularity speak not just to the specific assumptions and results that
appear in the literature, but to the "rational learning" approach generally. We call instead for a different approach to
learning, one that recognizes the necessity of genuine, substantive restrictions on beliefs and proposes "extra
rational" restrictions that are explicitly grounded in our best understanding of human behavior, ideally gleaned from
experimental data.
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Suppose we randomly pull two agents from a population and ask them to observe an
unfolding, infinite sequence of zeros and ones. If each agent starts with a prior belief about the
true sequence and updates this belief on revelation of successive coordinates, what are the
chances that the two agents will eventually agree on the likelihood that the next draw is a one?
Alternatively, if we fix a particular objective measure and then pick a single agent from the
population and ask her to observe a sequence of zeros and ones generated by that measure, what
are the chances that her belief will eventually conform to the true likelihood? In this paper we
show that there is no chance in either case. Formally, we show, in a more general context, under
a very unrestrictive definition of what it means to draw priors "randomly," that the probability
that two priors have any chance of weakly merging is zero. Indeed, almost surely, the two
measures will be singular—one prior will think certain a set of sequences that the other thinks
impossible (and vice versa for the complement of this set).
Our result is meant as a critique of the "rational learning" literature, which seeks positive
convergence results on infinite product spaces by augmenting the process of Bayesian updating
with seeming regularity conditions, variously labeled "consistency" or "compatibility"
assumptions. This literature is grounded in a famous theorem due to Blackwell and Dubins
(1962): if Q and P are measures on an infinite product space and Q is absolutely continuous with
respect to P (i.e., all zero measure events under P are also zero measure under Q) then with Q
probability one, Q and P will merge, where merging means that the distance (appropriately
defined) between their conditionals on the full continuation of the sequence will limit to zero as
the sequence unfolds. Kalai and Lehrer (1993) rely on this result to claim, as in their title, that
"Rational Learning Leads to Nash Equilibrium" in the context of an infinitely repeated game.
The same authors (1994) subsequently introduce weak merging', convergence of the conditionals
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on only the next period's draw as opposed to the infinite future. And Lehrer and Smorodinsky
(1995) show that a "compatibility assumption" weaker than absolute continuity implies "almost
weak merging."
Importantly, the assumptions generating these convergence results are not offered as
attractive characterizations of how individuals' current beliefs are affected by past observations,
but rather as regularity conditions on priors that are proffered as if they rule out the occasional
perverse case. It then seems fair to ask just how regular these assumption and results are when
considered in the space of all possible prior distributions.
Our answer is that it is the assumptions and results themselves that are perverse. Indeed, we
show that not only probability one weak merging, but any chance of weak merging is "non-
generic:" with probability one the two measures will almost surely fail to merge. As a corollary,
we prove that with probability one, not only will the measures lack absolute continuity, but they
will be mutually singular (meaning that we can find a zero measure event for P to which Q
assigns not just positive measure, but full measure 1).
In general terms, we conclude that a more fruitful approach to learning would start by
recognizing the inherent vacuity of Bayesian updating on infinite product spaces and the
corresponding necessity of genuine, substantive restrictions on beliefs. Such an approach would
then propose explicitly "extra rational" restrictions grounded in our best understanding of human
behavior, as in literature on probabilistic learning: Hurkens (1995), Sanchirico (1996) and
Sonsino(1997).
This raises the question of whether absolute continuity itself can be recast as a useful
behavioral assumption. In an earlier paper (Miller and Sanchirico [1996]), we suggest that this is
not the case. There we provide an alternative proof of Blackwell and Dubins (1962) Merging of
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Opinions Theorem that makes clear the sense in which assuming absolute continuity is in fact the
same as assuming merging.
Mathematically, an exercise such as the one conducted in this paper poses several
challenges. Primary among these is the difficulty of working with and conceiving of probability
measures over a space of probability measures that in turn pertain to an infinite product space.
We address this difficulty by viewing measures from the equivalent "local perspective," as
discussed below. As the reader will see, this reduces the measurable space of measures to a
more familiar object to which the usual tools may be applied.
A related difficulty is that of generating a notion of picking measures on infinite product
spaces "at random." The problem is that there is no proper uniform distribution on infinite
dimensional spaces. One simple notion of random choice, for binary sequences, is to assign each
"branch probability" (defined below) by drawing from an i.i.d. uniform distribution. This case
was worked out by Freedman (1966) (to whom we owe our application of Fubini's Theorem in
Lemma 1). Whether Freedman's is the proper notion of randomness is open to debate. In this
paper, however, we sidestep the issue by showing that no merging holds for a range of measures
over priors that are broad enough to include any reasonable notion of what it means to draw
priors at random. In particular, we offer two sets of restrictions, both of which include the i.i.d.
uniform case, and each of which (alone or in path-wise combination with the other) is sufficient
to guarantee that the probability of weak merging anywhere is zero.1 Naturally, some restriction
is necessary: if, for example, our measure on priors puts all weight on one particular prior, then
there would always be immediate merging.
1
 We also generalize Freedman (1966) by drawing sequences from arbitrary countable factor spaces.
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In Section 1 we lay out the general framework and identify the "local" perspective on priors
over infinite sequences. In Section 2 we imagine that the true sequence is drawn according to
some fixed "objective" measure and that we randomly draw an individual/prior. The question is
whether observation of the past will enable the individual to "learn" the true measure generating
the rest of the sequence. In Section 3 we imagine that two individuals are drawn randomly and
question whether their opinions about the future will "merge" as they jointly observe the
sequence unfold.
1. NOTATION AND SET-UP: THE "LOCAL" PERSPECTIVE
First we define the underlying measurable space of sequences. We write X = |~[" Xi,
where the factors Xt are assumed to be countable. Each Xi is endowed with the discrete a -
algebra and X has the usual infinite product a -algebra. We call elements of Xpaths. Let
B = {^0} u U°°- YYH ^i be the set of all partial histories or nodes. (h0 is the null history.) We
say that partial history b is of length n>\ if it is an element of ]"[._ X,. The null history has
length 0. Let hn(x) be the n length partial history of path x: the projection of x onto its first n
coordinates. Given any measure Q onX, any path x, let qn(x) = g([/zn(jc') = /*„(*)]), i.e. the
probability that the true path agrees with JC on the first n coordinates.
Next, we define the measurable space of positive probability measures on X, i.e., probability
measures that put positive weight on every partial history.2 Here we exploit a simple but crucial
equivalence between the "local" and "global" form of measures onX Given any positive
2
 Our restriction to such measures is for convenience only and is a typical simplification in this literature.
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measure Q and any partial history b of length n, we can easily derive, via Bayes rule, the
probability measure on X conditional on the event of reaching b. We can then find the marginal
of this conditional measure on the «+l th factor oiX. Formally, for any positive measure Q, any
partial history b of length n and any element y of Xn+l, we may define t(b)(y) according to
(1)
where for any b', b' denotes the set of all paths with partial history b' and by is the n+1 length
partial history consisting of b followed by y. The resulting local measure on Xn+l will be an
element of the (interior of the) infinite dimensional simplex, S = ]>> e(0,l)z 2°°_ y} = l | .
Applying this operation to each partial history, we see that every positive measure Q induces one
and only one system of local measures: an element / of the infinite product of simplices SB.
We may think of the elements of Jf as paths through an infinite tree, with each b a node and
each Xn+l, the list of branches emanating from nodes of length n. Then qn(x) is the probability
of reaching the nl node along path x. And the coordinate t(b) is the measure over branches
emanating from node b, while t(b)(y) is the probability that the particular branch y e Xn+X is
taken at node b. Thus, associated with each positive measure Q is a comprehensive list of nodal
probability measures.
Somewhat less obvious is the fact that the map just described—from the set of positive
measures on X to the (interior of the) set of systems of local measures, SB—is actually one to
one and onto. That is, under the map defined by (1), every system of local measures t e SB is
induced by one and only one positive measure on X. This would be trivial were X a finite
product. We could then obtain the measure on any of the finite number of full paths simply by
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multiplying up the local measures associated with each of the branches along that path. As it
turns out, the same intuition carries over to the case of countably infinite products. (See Ash
(1972) Theorem 2.7.2, p. 109 for a more general case than that considered here, that of countably
many factors of arbitrary cardinality.) Thus a measure on the countably infinite product X is
nothing more, nothing less, than a system of branch probabilities. This simple but often
overlooked insight is crucial not only to an understanding of the results in this paper, but also, we
feel, to a balanced view of the "rational learning" approach.
Given the equivalence just discussed, we will use the notation t for both the system of local
measures and the corresponding positive measure on X. Moreover, we will endow the space of
positive probability measures on X with the natural a -algebra for SB. In particular, we endow
the factor S with the usual er -algebra: namely, the restriction to S of the product a -algebra
generated by the Borel a -algebra on (0,1). Then we endow SB with the product a -algebra.
We let ju denote a probability measure on this measurable space. Occasionally, we refer to ju
as the meta-measure.
2. ONE MEASURE FIXED, ONE MEASURE "RANDOMLY" DRAWN
In this section we imagine that the sequence x e J i s drawn according to some "objective"
measure Q on Jf and that we randomly draw a prior t from SB according to the measure / / .
The question is whether t will "learn" Q—formally, whether t will g-weakly merge with Q (as
3
 This is not in general true for factor spaces of arbitrary cardinality. But the literature on merging of opinions,
whenever it does consider a more general product space, restricts attention to measures for which this is true. Such
measures are called "predictive." (See, e.g., Blackwell and Dubins (1962).)
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defined in the main theorem). The statement of the theorem requires one non-standard
definition, and one standard definition that may not be familiar to all readers.
2.1 No Asymptotic Point Mass
The new definition is the notion of no asymptotic point mass in a sequence of random
variables. An explanation follows the formal definition.
Definition 1: A sequence of real valued random variables {zn} with support on an interval is
said to have no asymptotic point mass if lim£^of l im^^ supq6MP(| zn - q| < s)) = 0.
In order to help interpret this definition it is helpful to break it into pieces. The innermost
part of the expression, supq6K {P(\ zn - q|^ £)}, is the most probability mass contained in any 2s
interval, which might be called the "s-concentration of zn." (Clearly, any single zn has no point
mass if and only if its s concentration goes to zero with s.) The limit infimum of the sequence
of these s concentrations is the smallest persistent degree of s-concentration. We require that
this go to zero with s.
Some examples may help clarify this property. Clearly a sequence of uniform i.i.d. random
variables satisfies the condition: for every n, the s-concentration is 2s and so the limit infimum
of the s-concentrations is also 2s, which obviously goes to zero in s. However, it is important to
note that the no asymptotic point mass condition is on the marginal distributions of the random
variables, so that independence is not needed: a sequence of perfectly correlated identical
uniform distributions also has the property. Homogeneity too may be relaxed. It would suffice
for infinitely many of the zn to be uniform; the rest could be anything at all including degenerate
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distributions. And it goes without saying that there is nothing special about the uniform
distribution: similar logic applies to any distribution not having point mass. Even more, a
sequence can have a mass point in the distribution for every single random variable while still
having no asymptotic mass point. An example is a sequence whose nl element has mass 1/n on
V2 and is uniform everywhere else. Since the mass point disappears asymptotically it meets the
criterion. Another special case of no asymptotic point mass is one in which infinitely many of
the zn have densities and the modes of the densities do not go to infinity.
So what sorts of sequences do have asymptotic point mass? One simple example is any
sequence which converges in distribution to a random variable with some point mass. Another is
a sequence of random variables, possibly non-convergent, such that for some 8 > 0, each has
some point with at least S mass.
2.2 Mixing
The following standard definitions, commonly used in the statistics and econometrics
literatures, are provided for the reader's convenience.
Definition 2: Given two a-algebras, 3, and 32 on an arbitrary set, define:
For a conditioned stochastic sequence fzn, Zn} define the a-mixing coefficients:
a(m) = supna(3w,3;+/M),
where 3"+m is the continuation Borel a-algebra induced by the random variables
{zn+m,zn+m+x,...}. Then the stochastic sequence is said to be a-mixing if lim*,-,*cc(m) = 0
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This is one way of defining the notion of "asymptotic independence." There are other
mixing conditions such as <|>- and p-mixing, but oc-mixing is implied by the others. Further
discussion of oc-mixing and other mixing conditions may be found in White (1984).
2.3 Statement and Discussion of Main Theorem
If we draw t according to ju, then for any fixed partial history b and next branchy, t(b\y)
is a random variable on the open unit interval, while t(b) is a random vector with values on the
infinite dimensional simplex. Further, for any fixed path x, U(K(x)){xn+i)} *s a sequence of
random variables and W/2M(x))j a sequence of random vectors. The assumptions placed on
ju to capture the notion of randomly drawing priors will be stated in terms of the sequences
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Theorem 1: Consider any measure ju on the space SB of positive probability measures on X
(those that assign zero to no partial history). For any fixed path, x e X consider the sequence
t(hn{x)){x n+\) of ju-random variables, representing for each n, the randomly drawn n+1'
branch probability along path x.
Suppose that for all paths x the sequence t(hn(x)^(xn+^j has at least one of the following
properties: a) it has no asymptotic point mass; b) it is a-mixing and its variance does not go to
zero (i.e., limw^ oc var [t(hn(x))(xn+i)J> 0).
Then whatever the "true measure " Q, there is no chance that a measure drawn
according to ju will Q-anywhere merge to Q. That is, for all positive measures QonX, for /u
a.e. t eSB, the event \\imn^(t(hn(x))(xn+l)-qn+l(x)/qn(x)) = o] has Q-measure zero.
Further, the randomly drawn measure will almost surely be singular with respect to Q.
That is, ju(t±Q) = l.
Two examples on the binary tree may help clarify the result and the relation between the two
possible conditions. Suppose the population of potential priors only contains individuals who
believe that the sequence is generated by i.i.d. Bernoulli random draws. Thus each individual
may be associated with her Bernoulli probability. Suppose also that the population distribution
is uniform across these Bernoulli probabilities. Then the implied measure satisfies no asymptotic
point mass, since along each path the branch probabilities are perfectly correlated uniforms,
which was one of the examples used in Section 2.1 above. To gain some intuition as to why
there is also no chance of any weak merging, consider a fixed path. In order for Q and any
individual's beliefs to merge, it must be that Q's branch probabilities converge to a fixed number,
10
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say one quarter. But the chance of drawing the individual with a one quarter Bernoulli
probability is zero.
Note that the example in the preceding paragraph does not satisfy ot-mixing, since each
individual's branch probabilities are perfectly correlated over time. We can also construct an
example that fails to satisfy no asymptotic point mass, but does satisfy the mixing conditions and
thus exhibits no weak merging. Suppose that the population is made up of individuals who, for
each branch, believe that the probability is either 1/3 or 2/3. Let the measure, ja, by which we
draw individuals from the population be equivalent to drawing either 1/3 or 2/3 with equal
probability independently across all nodes. Obviously this measure fails the no asymptotic point
mass condition along every path. However, since the branch probabilities are drawn
independently along each path, ot-mixing is satisfied. Further, since the variance is constant and
finite over time, the second half of the mixing condition is also satisfied. To get a sense of why
there can be no weak merging here, consider a Q that has only 2/3 and 1/3 branch probabilities,
to give merging its best chance. At every node there is a 50% chance that the individual's
branch probability does not match Q's, thus almost surely the individual's branch probability will
infinitely often be 1/3 away from Q's.
Note that the condition in the theorem is that each path individually satisfy either condition a
or condition b, not that all paths together satisfy the same condition. Lastly, as the reader will
note from the proof, for any given Q, it suffices that the conditions on t(hn(x))(xn+x) hold 0-a.e.
We impose the conditions on all paths, since we seek conditions on ju that prevent merging no
matter what the true Q. (Compare this to imposition of the same conditions in Theorem 2
below.)
11
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2.4 Proof of Main Theorem
We will develop the proof of Theorem 1 through a series of lemmas. The first lemma
reduces the problem to one of showing that on any path the probability of merging to any
particular fixed sequence is zero. It does this by first showing that if on each path there is no u-
chance of weak merging then there is no u-chance of weak merging on Q-any path. This is non-
trivial because the fact that an event has zero probability on each of the paths does not obviously
imply it has zero measure over any continuum of paths. Secondly, the lemma shows that with
probability one, the prior chosen will be singular with respect to Q.
Lemma 1: Let Q be any positive measure on X. Suppose that along all paths x, the SB -event
[lim^oo (t(hn(*))(*„+,) - qn+l (x)/qH(*)) = O] has ju-probability 0. Then with juprobability 1,
theX-event [limn^(t(hn(x))(xn+l)-qn+l(x)/qn(x)) = o] has Qprobability zero. Further,
Proof: Consider E = [limM->oo(t(hn(x))(xn+l) - qn+l(x)/qn(x)} = OJ, the event that there is no weak
merging. (Here the over-bar indicates the complement of the event). We will regard this as an
event in the product space SB x X with the usual product cr-algebra and the product measure
induced by the coordinate probabilities Q and u. Take IE to be the indicator function for the set
E. By hypothesis J^( j^ IE(x,t)d/u}dQ = \. By Fubini's Theorem J (J IE(x,t)dQ)jdju = \.
Since IE(x,t)<\, ju a.s., Qa.s., IE[x,t) = l and we obtain the conclusion for part a.
12
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For part b, first define mn(x,t) = t(hH(x)) to be the t probability of observing the partial
history of x up to time n. Thus t(hn(x))(xn+l) = mn+l(x,t)/mn(x,t). We claim that if
mn+l(x,t)/mn(x,t) - qn+x(x)/qn(x) does not converge to zero, then mn(x,t)/qn(x) does not have a






which tells us that limw^ =c mn / qn = a >0 implies \imn^oo(mn+x(x,t)/mn(x,t)-qn+](x)/qn(x)) = 0,
which is the contrapositive of the statement above. Thus, for JJ, almost all t, for Q almost no x,
does mn(x,t)/qn(x) converge to a finite strictly positive limit.
Now fix a t in the ju -measure 1 set wherein mn(x, t) / qn(x) converges to a finite strictly
positive limit with ^-probability zero. For the usual reasons (see, e.g., Shiryaev, p. 525)
mn (x, t) / qn (x) is a 2-martingale with constant expectation so that it must converge Q almost
everywhere. But by choice of f there is no g-chance that mn(x,t)/qn(x) converges to a strictly
positive limit. Thus since mn(x,t)/qn(x) is non-negative, there exists an event A<z X, with
Q(A) = 1, on which mn (x, t) / qn (x) converges to zero. However, on A, the inverse ratio,
qn(x) / mn(x,t), must go to infinity. But since this random variable is a f-martingale with
constant expectation, it converges / almost everywhere. Thus t[A) = 0 and the conclusion
follows.//
The next two lemmas establish that either of the two conditions in the theorem are sufficient
to guarantee that, as in the Lemma l's hypothesis, the u-probability of weak merging along any
13
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given path is zero. The first uses the no asymptotic point mass condition, while the second uses
the mixing condition.
Lemma 2a: Consider a sequence of real numbers {qnj on (0,1) and a stochastic sequence {znj
with support on (0,1). If{zn} has no asymptotic point mass, then almost surely zn does not
converge to qn>, i.e. zn - qn does not converge to zero.
Proof: First define the event A£n = {\zn-qn\> £} • Note that showing almost sure non-
convergence is equivalent to showing that P\ I J°° /'(lim AJ,") I = 1. Now
y^-^*-! \n—>oo IJ
lim sup P^zH -q\<e)> lim P^zn - qn\ < s) = 1 - lim P(A^). Thus, taking the limit as s goes to
zero: 0 = lim Hm sup P(\zn -q\<e)> lim(l - lim /*(<)) = 1 - lim(iim /*(<)), where the first
equality is by hypothesis. Thus 1 = lim(lim P(A^)) < limf /'(lim A£) ] in which the inequality is a
e—>0 \n—too ') £—>0y \n—»oo IJ
standard result from probability theory (see, e.g. Billingsley [1995], p 53). Now for each n, A%
increases in k. Thus lim A% increases as well and so by the continuity of measures,
l = li
Lemma 2b: Consider a sequence of real numbers fqnj on (0,1) and a stochastic sequence {znj
with support on (0,1). Iffznj is a) a-mixing and b) its variance does not go to zero (i.e.
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Proof: By property b) there exists a subsequence {z,J whose variance converges to some y > 0 .
Thus 3 N s.t. V
 n, > N, var(zni)> y 12. Then, we claim, it must be that V 8 sufficiently small, 3
5>0 s.t. P(\zm - q |> s) > S. To prove this claim we will show that for any random variable z,
with values on [0,1]: \fq e [0,1], \/e e(0,\),P(] z -q\> e)> var(z)-^2. First, note that
i




\(z-q)2djuz= J (z-q)2djuz+ j (z-qfdjuz
0 fz - q^e) 02 - q>£)
<s2P(\z-q\<£) + P(\z-q\>s)
<£2+P(]z-q\>£)
Thus var(z) <£2 + P(| z - q| > e).
Returning to our chosen subsequence, pick such a particular small s and consider only the
portion of the sequence beyond N. Then showing that the event \zni -qj> £, which we shall
call Ani, occurs infinitely often is sufficient for showing that zn - qn does not converge to zero.
First note that{An i.o.} is equivalent to the condition that P({^\_ A^) = 0, V6. Now, for any (|),
a-mixing implies that there exists m^ such that if rtj ~ m ^  m* then V Bnj e ^  , V Bn, e 3W.,
I P(Bni n Bn) - P(Bn)P(' Bnj)\< $ where the 3 's are defined as in the definition of a-mixing
above. Now, consider any subsequence of ~Xnk such that the nk are separated by at least m^, and
call it ~A* . Then:
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Continuing in this fashion yields:
p(f]X) ^
k=b k = b j=l k = 0
Recall that P(\zni -qn.\>£)>8, so that P( AHk) ^1-8, V k. Thus, following from the line
above:
k=b
Taking the limit as K goes to infinity: P(^\ A*k)<<j>/5. Note that P(f] A,, ) is less than or
k=b k=b
equal to the probability of the same intersection taken over any subsequence. Thus:
k=b k=b
so that we can conclude that P(^An ) = 0, \/k and thusf Ani i.o.} so that zn - qn does not
k=b
converge to zero.//
Proof of Theorem 1: Let Q be any fixed positive probability measure QTLX. Consider the ratio
mn (x, t) / qn (x). Fix a particular x, which makes qn (x) a sequence of reals on the open unit
interval and mn(x,t) a sequence of random variables (defined over the a-algebra on SB )•
Property a) in the statement of the theorem means that the sequence mn +1 (x, t) / mn (x, t) satisfies
16
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the no asymptotic point mass assumption in Lemma 2a. Similarly, properties (b) mean
satisfaction of the corresponding assumptions in Lemma 2b. Thus, applying either version of
Lemma 2 to the sequences mn+l(x, t) / mn(x, t) and qn+l(x) / qn(x), we conclude that for all x, u-
almost surely mn+l(x,t)/mn(x,t)-qn+l(x)/qn(x) does not converge to zero. Lemma 1 then
implies the conclusion.//
3. EXTENSION TO RANDOMLY DRAWING T W O MEASURES INDEPENDENTLY
Thus far we have fixed one measure Q and considered the likelihood that a randomly drawn
second measure would Q-merge to it. This corresponds to the economic question of how likely
it is that any given individual will learn the objective measure that is generating the infinite
sequence unfolding before her. In this section we consider the related problem of whether any
two individuals will come to agree in their subjective probabilistic evaluations of the future
course of the sequence. Formally, the experiment now is to draw two priors independently, each
according to the measure ja, and ask whether the two will merge with respect to either. We show
that the conclusion analogous to that of Theorem 1 holds (indeed with slightly weaker
conditions).
Theorem 2: Consider any measure ju on the space SB of positive probability measures on X.
For any fixed path x eX, consider the sequence t(hn(x))(xn+i) of/u-random variables,
representing for each n, the randomly drawn n+lth branch probability along path x.
Suppose that there exists an event Ad X with /j-almost sure measure 1 (i.e.,
ju[t(A) = 1] = 1) such that for all paths x in A, the sequence t(hn(x))(xn+i) of/u-random
17
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variables has at least one of the following properties: a) it has no asymptotic point mass; b) it
is a-mixing and its variance does not go to zero (i.e., lim var [t(hn(x))(xn+i)] > 0).
Then there is no chance that two measures drawn independently according to ju will
merge anywhere with respect to either measure. That is, for jux fj, almost all (/,, t:) eSB x SB,
the event [\im,,^( ti(hn(x))(xn+i) -t2(hn(x))(xn+i)) =0JczX has measure zero under both
ti and t: •
Further, the two measures will almost surely be singular. That is, /JXJU (ti i . ^  = 1 •
The following Lemma 3 is similar in purpose and argument to the part of Lemma 1 that
relies on Fubini's theorem. It differs only in that the assumptions on the population of measures
are assumed to hold for not all, but almost all measures, on not all paths, but almost all paths—
and correspondingly, the conclusion of the lemma applies to not all, but almost all draws of the
first measure /,. After establishing this result, we prove Theorem 2 with another application of
Fubini's theorem—here with respect to the product JUXJU rather than the product tix M o r
" Q x ju" as in Lemma 1.
Note that the binary relation " /, merges to t2 with tx -probability zero" is not symmetric—
even though for fixed x the relation " tx does not merge to t2 on x " is. It is simple to construct
measures that never merge with respect to one, but sometimes merge with respect to the other.
For any fixed measure L e SB , write
Eh =[{t2tx)eSBxX \im(tl(h^x)){xn+l)-t2(hn{x)){xn+])) = 0] for the event in SB x X that
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merging does not occur. Let IEi(t2,x) be the corresponding indicator function. Thus
lE (t2,x) = 0| signifies that tx does merge to t2 along path x .
Lemma 3: Suppose that jj. satisfies the assumptions recited in paragraph 2 of Theorem 2.
Then for JJ. -almost every measure tx e SB, there is no chance under ju of drawing a second
measure t2 that merges to tx /, -anywhere. That is, 3 an event H in SB with ju(H) = \ s.t.
Vr, eH, 3 anevent G^in SB with /LI{G,) = \ s.t. Vr2 eG ( | )
Proof: Let H c SB be the JJ. -measure 1 event on which Aa X has tx -measure 1. Take any
tx eH. By Lemmas 2a and 2b, Vx e A, /ulIE< (t2,x) = 1) = 1. Given txA = \, this means
\X{\S»K ifi^)dM)dtx=\ and so by Fubini's Theorem jsB(jxIEi(t2ix)dtl)dju = \. Now, Vr2,
$ IEn(t2,x)dtx < 1 . Thus, 3 anevent Gh with M(G,) = \ s.t. \/t2 eGh, j / £ ( ( / 2 , x ) ^ =1 ,
implying that \ft2 e G,_, t^I^ (t2,x) = o) = 0.//
Notice that the ju -measure 1 event G, of t2 's is not necessarily uniformly chosen across
the potentially uncountable infinity of ^ 's in H.
Proof of Theorem 2\ Write Ff ={(f,,f2) eSB xSB ti(lE(t2,x) = 6} = o\. Lemma 3 implies
L L ^ f c ^ r f ^ l ' By Fubini's Theorem f ,/fl(r,,/2) d(juxM) = \, so
// x //(/Fi (/,, r2) = l) = 1. The same argument shows ju x ju[lF^ (r,, t2) = l) = 1. Thus,
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ju x jullFi [tx,t2) = IF (t{,t2) = \) = \, which is a restatement of the result on merging that we seek.
Almost sure singularity follows as in Theorem 1.//
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